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Kovalam has existed in my imagination 
for more than a decade now, ever since 
Sylvia Holder first set up the Venkatraman 
Memorial Trust, but it is even more exciting 
in reality than in my dreams. Visiting the 
village and seeing the Trust’s work and 
talking to the children and their parents 
was inspiring. Sylvia had assured me that 
I and my travelling companion Augusta 
Skidelsky would be made very welcome, 
and so we were. We were garlanded with 
flowers, asked into homes, treated to the 
most delicious fish curries in India, invited to 
sports day celebrations, and shown around 
schools and classrooms and libraries.

Kovalam is an extremely friendly village. Of 
course we were lucky to be introduced to 
it by those who knew it well, and who were 
well known there, so we could draw on the 
immense fund of goodwill which Sylvia and 
her trustees have built up over the years. 
We felt very privileged. It was a unique 
way to visit India, and to see the parts that 
tourists rarely reach.

It is a very poor fishing village, and much in need of 
the support that the Venkat Trust provides, but it feels 
a happy place, where one soon feels at home. It is at 
once exotically strange and satisfyingly everyday. We 
quickly got to know our way around, along the beach 
with its fishing boats, through the busy streets, past the 
fish markets, past the temples and the mosque and the 
brightly coloured houses with chalked rangoli patterns on 

their doorsteps. We became accustomed to the sight of 
cows and goats and chickens thriving in the streets, and 
devouring the strangest items of plastic garbage without 
apparent harm to their digestive systems. We watched 
herons and pelicans and kingfishers on the lagoon, and 
tiny scuttling crabs along the sands, and saw the landing 
of a great catch of shining barracuda.
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Update from Sylvia Holder, Founder Trustee

The Venkatraman Memorial Trust, known as the Venkat Trust, was set up in 2004 in memory of Venkat, a boy whose 
education was sponsored by trustee Sylvia Holder, and who sadly was killed in a road accident at the age of 27. It provides 

and improves educational facilities for schoolchildren in the poor fishing village of Kovalam in Tamil Nadu, South India. 

Every penny donated goes to the Venkat Trust. All UK costs are met by the trustees.

Margaret joins the young onlookers to watch the Rangoli competition at Sports Day. 
(Rangolis are drawn outside people’s houses as a symbol of good luck and welcome.)

Fellow trustee Lindsay Swan and I were delighted to be joined on our last Kovalam visit by our friend and VMT 
supporter, Dame Margaret Drabble, the eminent novelist, biographer and editor of the Oxford Companion to 
English Literature. She very kindly agreed to write her impressions of her stay.
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Two new faces – Aarthi Chandrasekar our 
administrator (the first was short lived) who is doing a 
brilliant job at the Kovalam end, making my job very much 
easier, and John Whelan, our new UK trustee.

Aarthi lives in a neighbouring village and went to school 
at St. Joseph’s so knows the village well. As an English 
graduate with extensive admin experience she is ideally 
suited to the job.

I met John for the first time 18 months ago when he came 
to paint my house. He was interested to know what I did 
in my eyrie all day, so much so that within weeks he was 
in Kovalam as a volunteer painting the Panchayat primary 
school - and taking the village by storm. He has been back 
twice since, much to the villagers’ delight, and has done 
such a wonderful job for us that he is now a valued trustee, 
bringing great enthusiasm and youth to our team. On his 
last trip, he gave our university students painting lessons 
and they, full of enthusiasm, are now doing a great job 
keeping our buildings in shipshape condition.

But most wonderful were the people. The children are 
eager to chat, and so are their mothers. They are confident, 
outgoing, and keen to engage - few downcast eyes or 

bashful glances. It was amazing to see Kovalam mothers 
at the sports day engaging in an English tug of war, and 
playing local games so complicated that we couldn’t follow 
the rules - one looked like a version of musical chairs. 

For, thanks to the Venkat Trust, education is now a more 
realistic project for some of these village children, and 
its importance is increasingly valued. The fishermen are 
learning to want better lives for their sons and daughters, 
and many hope to be sponsored through school and 
university. The little ones, applying for sponsorship, are 
all irresistibly charming, dressed in their best clothes, 
smiling hopefully. They offer their few words of English, 
and they want to learn more. Sad and sometimes tragic 
stories lurk in the background - stories of being orphaned, 
of accidents, blindness, illness, hardship - but they put 
their best faces forward, smiling for the camera and for 
the future. Kovalam is a very happy place to visit, and full 
of a sense of expectation and promise.

©Margaret Drabble 2015

Margaret, Augusta and Sylvia giving a helping hand in the
mothers v fathers tug of war – alas, to no avail!
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Our new “arm” for the high school, funds for which were 
kindly donated by a corporate supporter, is now built (see 
right hand side of picture above) and the second “arm” 
is under construction. The library and science lab are 
now being equipped, thanks to the great response we 
had to our appeal in the last newsletter. The library got a 
wonderful kick start from supporter Julian Kulkarni who 
ran a half marathon in Dublin in aid of the Venkat Trust and 
raised an amazing £3000. With several other donations 
including £50 a month so we can regularly replenish the 
shelves, we will have a state-of-the-art library which will 
be the envy of many a school.

As well as Tamil and English books – reference, novels, 
easy to read English, self help etc. – it will have a screen 
and projector to show DVDs, both educational and leisure, 
to suit all ages. There is also a small room off the library 
which will be used as a quiet reading room and furnished 
with tables, chairs and laptops.

Our science lab will be equally envy-making when it has 
been fitted out with smart working benches complete with 
gas and water supply. For these expensive items we must 
also thank our supporters and in particular an anonymous 
£1500 contribution.

Our splendid high school in the background and students in their whites enjoying a game of cricket on the Etihad Sports Ground. 
It doesn’t get much better than that.

Our smart new uniforms—with the VMT logos on the sleeves—being proudly shown off by the children of the Panchayat 
Primary School. They all have a set of each colour, the white uniform being worn on Wednesdays.
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The Venkatraman Memorial Trust is a registered charity, No. 1104363
PO Box 5039, Hove BN3 5XL 

e-mail: info@venkattrust.org.uk    website: www.venkattrust.org.uk    tel: 01273 719363
UK Trustees: Sylvia Holder, Lindsay Swan, Sarah Da Silva, Nick Goslett, John Whelan

Kovalam Trustees: Janakiraman (JR), M. Ali
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Our thanks go to Georgina Dunn for designing our print material, Sandra Huggett for administrative help and Haines & Co for 
our annual accounts.

A couple of cappuccinos and cake at Starbucks, a three 
mile taxi ride in London, a few hours’ parking or life changing 
opportunities for a disadvantaged child in Kovalam. It’s a 
daft comparison really when you consider that, quite literally, 
a £12 per month sponsorship can make the difference 
between unremitting poverty and a bright, well paid, happy 
future. Several of our sponsored and scholarship young 
people have now graduated from university and are holding 
down exciting jobs in and around Chennai to which they 
commute each day. We have a maths teacher, a business 
development executive, an accountant, a hotel front desk 
executive, an IT executive and many more. Without the 
opportunities VMT and its sponsors have given them, it is 
likely they would all be eking out a living in menial jobs.

This month we are celebrating the success of Sumithra, our 
very first of 245 sponsored children, who has just achieved 
her post grad Masters degree. She was sponsored just two 
weeks after losing her fisherman father in the Tsunami as 
a result of which her family has endured extreme poverty. 
After gaining her first degree in computer science, her 
family needed her to work but thanks to her sponsor picking 

up the tab for the family’s household expenses and VMT 
her fees, she was able to continue with her studies for a 
Masters. In April she presented a paper at the International 
Conference on Emerging Trends in Computer Applications 
and Management. We are very proud of her achievements 
and confident that this very personable young lady has a 
glittering career ahead of her.

Many children need sponsors. Please contact me for more 
details about sponsorship or see our website.

Sumithra wielding a paintbrush under the watchful eye of 
John Whelan.
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We’ve had some unusual donations in the past but none 
quite so unusual as a snooker table for the high school.  Not 
only is our generous supporter parting with his precious 
antique table but the World Professional Billiards and 
Snooker Association (WPBSA) has generously arranged for 
its transport to Chennai.  Already massively popular in India 
(the game of snooker was invented in Bangalore in 1875) 
the WPBSA is keen to develop snooker in schools where 
it is considered to have many educational – particularly in 
the field of numeracy skills – as well as recreational benefits.  
Where better to start the ball rolling over the baize than in 
our very own high school? We hope to attract a world class 

snooker player to launch this initiative and then develop wider 
interest by holding school tournaments.

International support has come to us via proceeds from a 
lemonade stall in Toronto, donations in memory of a loved 
one in Oregon and from a couple of young boys in Australia 
who asked for money for VMT instead of Christmas presents. 
UK supporters have come up trumps with money raised by 
a primary school, a church coffee morning, fuel allowances, 
an office whip round, several donations in lieu of Christmas, 
birthday, anniversary and retirement presents - and £100 
given to trustee Nick in Puri by an octogenarian Scottish lady 
backpacking her way through India.

Thank you to all our supporters for making a difference


